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Key Features
8 Extension

3 Analogue lines

Simple to use

Caller ID

Music on Hold

Built-in Hotdesking 

Built-in Conferencing facility

Hybrid Extensions

Optional VoiceMail

Optional Auto Attendant
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The Aria Soho is designed to be a user-centric cost 
e�ective small telephone system and is the latest 
addition to the LG-Nortel Range. The system 
features a Plug & Play hybrid design giving you 
maximum �exibility when selecting your 
handsets. The Aria Soho comes with a 
range of Digital Telephones as well as the 
possibility to use Analogue phones and 
FAX machines. The system accepts up 
to 3 Analogue incoming lines and 
features automatic FAX detection 
which forwards incoming faxes 
straight to the FAX machine. 
Because of its ease of installation, 
use and management the Aria 
Soho is ideal for Home and Small 
Business use. 

Control.
Control your costs, and your business 

Computer Telephony Integration. 

The Aria Soho can be upgraded at any point to include VoiceMail and a 
multi-level automated attendant. The VoiceMail option gives 200 
minutes of recording time with up to three messages being retrieved 
or recorded at any one time. The automated attendant allows you to 
have a welcome message when a customer calls giving the option 
for the customer to choose where their call goes- ie. Press 1 for 
sales, 2 for support etc, or to go straight to the extension of the 
person they are calling. 

VoiceMail. 
Voice mail, Auto Attendant and Conferencing

The Aria Soho was built with the small business in mind, so 
it includes a number of cost saving and control features to 

ensure that your investment in the system pays dividends. As 
well as restrictions on outgoing call destinations you can also 

implement call cut-o� timers and Least Cost Routing.  

The system also provides data 
on the calls that have been 
made, allowing you to add on a 
call reporting package to     
monitor your telephony usage. 

The Aria Soho is enabled with the international TAPI standard, allowing you to implement CTI, or Computer - 
Telephony Integration. This allows you to link your Aria Desktop Telephone with your computer and control your 
telephone on screen with your keyboard and mouse.

You can even link your business contact database such as Microsoft Outlook with your Aria Soho telephone 
system, so when a contact calls you their details will ‘pop’ on screen. 
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